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Installation view of·Swingers" at Greene Naftali. New York, 2018 
(Courtesy of Greene Naftali. New York) 

A masterpiece of bourgeois dread and technical precision, Chantal Akerman's 1975 film "Jeanne Dielman, 23, quai du 

Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles" subjugates signs of its middle-aged protagonist's occupation - her sex work - to the banal 

rigors of domestic life, generously enabling the unfolding dramatic narrative to simmer around the edges until the final scene. 

Groundbreaking in its deadpan, and nearly absent, portrayal of sex work, the film's pull rests in its equation of domestic labor 

- cooking, cleaning, shopping - with prostitution. The client visit becomes just another item on a to-do list, the necessary 

task to procure money for the dining table tureen. Or, as Jeanne Dielman tells her son, "Making love, as you call it, is merely a 

detail." 

Is Jeanne Dielman, in her perspective, a swinger? Unlikely, yet the film plays twice per day for the duration of "Swingers" at 

Greene Nafiali, a group exhibition curated by Martha Fleming-Ives and Monika Senz. This collection of work in video and 

photography deals in sexual and attentive currency, spinning nuanced webs of association among prototypical social networks 

and their latter-day forms. As in "Jeanne Dielman," the plausible mundanity of selling oneself sets the tonal register, though to 

say that the exhibition centers around Ackerman's seminal film would be a mistake. "Swingers" is as diffuse and decentered -

as networked - as its content, liberally placing wildly different works by Marie Angeletti, Lutz Bacher, Barbara Kruger, 

Josephine Pryde, Heji Shin, and Akram Zaatari in close proximity. Issey Miyake dresses pose without bodies; models mug or 

conceal; nudes abound. Here, desire is multidirectional, libidinal, and, above all else, transactional. 
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"Swingers" derives its title from Lutz Bacher's 2018 series on view, which in turn reproduces adult classified ads from the 

1970s. These solicitations, exclusively from couples, lend the exhibition its only literal swingers, even as they break from the 

conception of the post-war practice as it's embedded in the popular imagination. Bacher's swingers provide age, sex, and, 

location; they bare all in stunningly contemporaneous positions. They seek, rather than merely mingle, and, in their call for the 

viewer to select among the many, recall that current format for the sexual connection, the hookup app. The gallery is 

dominated, however, by Barbara Kruger's "Untitled (Project for Dazed and Confused)," 1996, which approaches, in this 

context, the posturing of Instagram as closely as Bacher's series evokes something like Grindr. Kruger's series pairs large

format images of models' face with a text overlay meant to reveal the inner monologues of the models, almost always paeans to 

unhinged narcissism. "I mean, you like to look at me and I know it," one proclaims. Another asks, "you still want to be me and 

who can blame you?" Unlike, say, Jeanne Dielman, these narcissists revel in their ability to take themselves to market. 

Originally commissioned by the lifestyle magazine "Dazed and Confused," the series sells itself in a manner akin to its subjects. 

Kruger, in her open association with lifestyle branding, bears some relation to the younger New York-based artist Heji Shin, a 

fashion photographer by day who defamiliarizes commercial tropes in her studio practice. Shin's c-prints borrow bold hues 

and staged compositions from subway advertisements for millennial-targeted products like THINX or hims, and also share 

with those ads a confounding sort of surrealism. In "Dick and Snake II," 2018, for instance, a toned male model stands 

contrapposto as an albino serpent wraps itself around his erection, rendering the metaphoric object of the source material 

explicit. As this work, and "Swingers" generally, evinces, the coy aversions of everyday life often coil themselves against the 

real, unadulterated thing. 

"Swingers" is at Greene Naftali, 508 West 26th Street, New York, NY 10001, through December 15, 2018. More information: 

https:jjwww.greenenaftaligallery.com 


